OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Release of pending PRIS(O) – req

In partial modification of this Department’s O.M. No. 21/10/2018-SCS/4039 dated 15th April, 2020 it has now been decided to release the pending PRIS(O) payment.

2. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

All Heads of Constituent Units/NPCIL/Aided Institutions of DAE

Copy to:

1. CCA, DAE
2. All Administrative Heads of Units/NPCIL/Aided Institutions of DAE
3. Under Secretary (Adm.), DAE – For necessary action in respect of DAE Secretariat
4. Head, CISD, DAE – For uploading in DAE Website under SCS corner
5. All Officers and Sections in DAE Secretariat – through Darpan
6. Office of Secretary, DAE
7. Secretary, Staff Side, DAE Departmental Council